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Report of the Examination of the Shakers of Canterbury and Enfield, Before the New-Hampshire
Legislature, at the November Session, 1848 Apr 17 2021
Shaker Design Mar 17 2021 Having lived and worked with surviving Shakers of Maine and New
Hampshire, June Sprigg has drawn objects from forty collections to celebrate the Shaker tradition.
Rock Movers & Shakers Aug 22 2021 An alphabetically arranged rock reference book, it lists 1,000 key
artists, producers, entrepreneurs, and venues in the history of rock. For each entry there is a chronological
listing of facts, as opposed to trivia and gossip offered in other reference works. Black-and-white
photographs.
Shaker Design Dec 26 2021 The Shaker movement in America began in 1774 when Mother Ann Lee
emigrated from Manchester, England, with a small group of followers, and settled in New York State.
Despite impoverished beginnings, the Shakers flourished in the early nineteenth century, and by 1840 there
were four to six thousand members living in eighteen principal communities from Maine to Kentucky.
Turning away from society, they lived in large families that were both celibate and communal. In striving
for heaven on earth, they created a visual environment of such harmony and quiet power that it continues
to impress observers today, when the Shakers have all but passed from the American scene. The many
works presented in this beautiful volume reveal the Shaker commitment to excellence in all matters. The
chairs, cases of drawers, work stands, baskets, oval boxes, wheelbarrows, stoves, looms, and even tailoring
tools have a purity of form that transcends mere utility and elevates our appreciation of the object beyond a
sense of function. June Sprigg, who has lived and worked with the surviving Shakers of Maine and New
Hampshire, has studied Shaker life and art since 1972. For this volume she has drawn objects from forty
collections, including extant Shaker villages, the work of some thirty known individuals, and as many artists
who remain anonymous. Book jacket.
Shaker Jun 27 2019 A brief history of the Shakers by David Stocks -- On Shaker furniture by Jerry V. Grant
-- The influences of Shaker furniture on twentieth-century furniture by Sir Terence Conran -- Masterpieces
of Shaker design -- About the Shaker Museum, Mount Lebanon.
Mother Ann Lee Sep 22 2021 Provides information on the life of Ann Lee, the founder of the Shakers
Movers and Shakers Feb 25 2022 The author shares her memories of life in Greenwich Village just prior to
World War I, and the radical intellectual circle of John Reed Walter Lippman, Isadora Duncan, Emma
Goldman, Margaret Sanger, and Bill Haywood
A Shaker's Answer to the Oft-repeated Question, "What Would Become of the World If All Should Become
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Shakers?" Dec 14 2020
Shaker Built Jan 15 2021 The team that introduced Shaker life, work, and design to America and the
world, in such successful books as Shaker and Shaker Design, here presents the ultimate visual work on the
unique melding of form and function that created the Shaker look. 200 color illustrations.
Movers & Shakers of the Korean Martial Art Festival Oct 31 2019 A look at how the Korean Martial
Art Festival started and the primary players that made the event a success. There are bios of many of the
presenters and many pictures.
Shakers of St. Vincent Apr 29 2022 A relatively unknown shamanic culture, the Shakers of the Caribbean
island of St. Vincent, are illustrated through personal profiles, stories, and color photographs. A unique
blend of West African spirituality and Protestant Christianity, this culture has a strong tradition of seeking
personal instruction and spiritual training that is brought forth through a ritual called “mourning.” The
details of this ritual are examined in this book, along with personal testimonies of visionary journeys.
Accompanied by an audio CD of their ecstatic gatherings and healing encounters, this book is a vibrant
expression of spiritual healing and is a unique contribution to ethnographic literature.
Movers and Shakers Prime Minister of India Sep 03 2022 In this accessible, easy-to-read book, awardwinning writer Scharada Dubey presents the lives of these leaders, from Jawaharlal Nehru to Manmohan
Singh, who have shaped our country.
Movers and Shakers, Scalawags and Suffragettes Oct 24 2021 "The history of Bellefontaine Cemetery in St.
Louis is told through the stories of those who are buried there. Cemetery records and interviews with
insiders inform the research"--Provided by publisher.
Turning Salt & Pepper Shakers and Mills Jun 19 2021 Please pass the salt! And pepper! This first ever book
dedicated to turning salt and pepper shakers and mills will guide turners in creating small projects that are
practical and beautiful, perfect for yourself or to give as a handmade gift. The 30 step-by-step projects,
rated by level of difficulty, are fairly easy to finish and use only small amounts of expensive materials. While
turning wood is the focus, author Chris West also shows how the same design can be reconceived using
different accessories--like glass, metals, or ceramics--and assembly methods. The designs include both
traditional and CrushGrind mechanisms, which allow for more flexibility and grinding options (for coarse or
fine grit). A gallery of work from internationally recognized turners rounds out this craft-pleasing book
filled with beautiful pieces.
Shaker Medicinal Herbs Aug 29 2019 Revised to include new color photographs of present-day herb
gardens and other illustrations, a handsomely designed volume first published in 1976 surveys two hundred
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years of Shaker herbal medicine and includes descriptions of hundreds of plants.
Shaker Jun 07 2020 Briefly traces the history of the Shakers, describes their lifestyle, and looks at Shaker
furniture, architecture, boxes, brooms, fabric, clothing, and equipment
Steve Jobs May 19 2021
The Story of the Shakers and Some of Their Favorite Cooking Recipes Sep 30 2019
The Shakers Feb 13 2021 Essay by Amy Stechler Burns. Foreword by Eldress Bertha Lindsay.
Business Booster Today Magazine Aug 02 2022 This monthly journal discusses different success stories
that showcase how entrepreneurs and startups have gone from 0 to 100 in no big time.
Movers and Shakers Oct 12 2020 This collection of empirical and theoretical studies of social movements in
Africa is a corrective to a literature that has largely ignored that continent. It shows that Africa s social
movements have distinctive features that are related to its specific history.
The Shaker Legacy Jan 27 2022 Presents and explores the furniture style developed by the Shakers, from
the Shaker bench to the highboy chest, through a series of more than two hundred full-color photographs of
both traditional and rare pieces from Hancock, Lebanon, and other Shaker communities. Reprint. 25,000
first printing.
Report of the Examination of the Shakers of Canterbury and Enfield, before the New-Hampshire
Legislature at the November session, 1848, etc Jul 29 2019
Tide Players Jul 01 2022 In Tide Players, acclaimed New Yorker contributor and author Jianying Zha
depicts a new generation of movers and shakers who are transforming modern China. Through half a dozen
sharply etched and nuanced profiles, Tide Players captures both the concrete detail and the epic dimension
of life in the world’s fastest-growing economy. Zha’s vivid cast of characters includes an unlikely couple
who teamed up to become the country’s leading real-estate moguls; a gifted chameleon who transformed
himself from Mao’s favorite “barefoot doctor” during the Cultural Revolution to a publishing maverick; and
a tycoon of home-electronic chain stores who insisted on avenging his mother, who had been executed as “a
counter-revolutionary criminal.” Alongside these entrepreneurs, Zha also brings us the intellectuals: a
cantankerous professor at China’s top university; a former cultural minister turned prolific writer; and
Zha’s own brother, a dissident who served a nine-year prison term for helping to found the China
Democracy Party. Deeply engaging, lucid, and poignant, Zha’s insightful “insider-outsider” portraits offer a
picture of a China that few Western readers have seen before. Tide Players is essential reading for anyone
seeking to understand today’s China.
From Shaker Lands and Shaker Hands Jul 21 2021 The definitive volume on Shaker commercial ephemera
Encyclopedia of Shaker Furniture Dec 02 2019 This book documents Shaker furniture from communities in
New England, Ohio, and Kentucky throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Free-standing
tables, chairs, desks, boxes, and case clocks and built-in cupboards and cases of drawers are included. The
text provides a detailed account of Shaker history, culture, and religion. Further, it examines Shaker design
and tools, reporting new research on the Shaker color palette.
The Movers & Shakers of Medieval England Oct 04 2022 The Middle Ages were a perilous period in
British history—and these are the towering figures who helped shape society during that crucial, and
somewhat brutal, stage. They’re the artists, muses, inspired inventors, and literary legends who endured
umpteen decades of harsh living, deadly disease, rats, terrifying capital punishments, and squalor…and still
managed to shine through with their reputations intact. These fiery pages will introduce the checkered life
and mysterious death of Geoffrey Chaucer, the woman who saw 16 visions of Christ as she lay ill, the
illuminator of The Lindisfarne Gospels, and the inventor of Ockham’s Razor…which trims ideas, rather than
hair!
Historical Dictionary of the Shakers Mar 29 2022 The Historical Dictionary of the Shakers relates the
history of this fascinating group through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over two
hundred cross-referenced dictionary entries on Shaker communities, industries, individual families, and
important people. Every definition, biography, and point of history was submitted to the Shakers at
Sabbathday Lake for their review before it was included for publication. As such, the voice of the
contemporary Shakers is found in the dictionary, and they have given it their unequivocal endorsement.
The Shakers Nov 24 2021 An important book on Shaker art and life, offering a fresh look at a style that
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has endured through centuries and continues to inspire designers and homeowners. This book presents the
elegantly austere and simply styled objects of the Shakers in the context of their faith and community at
Mount Lebanon, N.Y., the spiritual and administrative center of the Shaker world. Outstanding examples of
furniture, textiles, tools, and other objects-drawn primarily from the collection of Shaker Museum | Mount
Lebanon-bring the fascinating world of the Shakers to life. The book also explores the equally compelling
material culture of Sabbathday Lake in New Gloucester, Maine, the last active Shaker community, and how
this group of Shakers continued to thrive while other Shaker communities elsewhere gradually
disappeared. Accompanying a major exhibition organized by the Farnsworth Art Museum, this book
presents a new and authentic perspective on the Shaker community. Specially commissioned photography,
archival imagery, essays by prominent scholars, and a firsthand interview with a member of the Sabbathday
Lake Shaker community deepen our understanding of this influential movement and style.
Movers and Shakers May 31 2022 Gives a selection of the key words added to the English language in the
twentieth century and the early years of the twenty-first. This work features an introductory essay that
identifies the main historical, cultural, and scientific currents, and shows how they contributed new
vocabulary to the language.
The Shakers and Their Homes Feb 02 2020
The Gift to be Simple Jan 03 2020 Features the songs, dances, rituals of American Shakers ? only
authoritative account. Origin, development, notation, dance figures. Includes 80 songs in notation and 17
illustrations.
Intimate Memories: Movers and shakers Aug 10 2020 Mabel Dodge Luhan’s Intimate Memories offers the
brilliantly edited memoirs of one woman’s rebellion against “the whole ghastly social structure” under
which the United States had been buried since the Victorian era. Luhan fled the Gilded Age prison of the
upper classes to lead a life of notoriety among Europe and America’s leading artists, writers, and social
visionaries—among them D. H. Lawrence, Gertrude Stein, and John Reed. Intimate Memories details
Luhan’s assemblage of a series of utopian domains aimed at curing the malaise of the modern age and
shows Luhan not just as a visionary hostess but as a talented and important writer.
History Lessons Jul 09 2020 A cross-disciplinary book that will provide an engaging read for managers and
executives. 10 critical issues of modern-day business are examined through the lens of history.
The Shakers of Union Village Nov 05 2022 Collection of photographs of the early years of the Shakerestablished Union Village.
The Founder Mar 05 2020 Who would have thought that a poor peasant boy would rise to become a fierce
general, a sun-eyed king, and ultimately a god? Who would have thought that the revenge of a young
princess would ultimately save this boy and bring him to the height of power? Yax Kuk Mo was both the
product of his time and the maker of his destiny. He leveraged both luck and skill to battle his way across
Mesoamerica and found a dynasty that would last for 400 years. He left no writings but his remains combined with hints and clues across the region - paint a picture of one of the most powerful movers and
shakers in pre-Columbian America.
Historical Dictionary of the Shakers Apr 05 2020 This second edition of Historical Dictionary of the Shakers
contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section
has over 300 cross-referenced entries on Shaker communities, industries, individual families, and important
people.
Movers & Shakers Sep 10 2020 Ultimately, business is about people-inventors, visionaries, courageous
leaders who forge new paths. Movers and Shakers brings to life 100 men and women, who by virtue of their
chutzpah and determination built companies and industries, created new ways of doing business, or
revealed underlying truths about the art and science of management. From the robber barons of the early,
brawny years of the twentieth century to the "new economy" techno-wizards at the beginning of the twentyfirst, Movers and Shakers presents brief sketches of the gurus and giants who have made their indelible
marks on the business landscape. Featuring biographies of thinkers and writers, including George
Eastman, Andy Grove, Mary Parker Follett, Charles Handy, and Peter Drucker, this book reveals the
defining moments that changed business history. Colorful, incisive, and entertaining, Movers and Shakers
illuminates the larger-than-life figures who have, indeed, created business as we know it today.
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Making Authentic Shaker Furniture Nov 12 2020 This splendid book describes and illustrates in detail how
the Shakers designed, built, and finished their furniture and household articles. With its detailed text as
well as over 250 photographs and measured drawings for over 80 classic pieces, it offers woodworkers and
furniture enthusiasts a practical guide to the essentials of replicating a broad range of designs long
admired for their sturdy practicality and their spare, elegant beauty. The book first chronicles and
describes the Shaker movement and the Shaker way of living, worshiping, and working. It then explores the
Shaker approach to furniture design (from chests and chairs to boxes and baskets), construction (including
all joinery techniques), and finishing (including recipes for finishes). Three important sections of the book
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depict dozens of classic Shaker designs, complete with measured drawings. The designs include Shaker
"smallcraft" such as a cutting board, scoop, candle sconce, peg-leg footstool and towel rack; more
substantial "utility designs" such as a dough bin, cradle, dry sink, butcher block, and bonnet box; and
furniture classics such as a Harvard trestle table, maple chair, lap desk, sewing chest, rocking chair, bed,
settee and chest of drawers — each in its own distinctive way defining the simple, practical grace of Shaker
design.
100 years of Shakers and movers May 07 2020
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